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Line detection in the cloud collected using Leica. The Leica CRM (Leica Module for
Windows) protocol enables interaction between work and collaboration applications with the
Leica server and contact center. CRM technology supports integration with local information

resources and collaborative data processing applications. Additional features: SRP (Social
Ranking Policy) - the ability to configure and change communication priorities. Depending on
which organizations are members of the social rating group, they will refer to the 1st, 2nd or

3rd column of the CRM field. Group policies and Internet access policies - allow you to
organize access to data from various sources. The Leica Client Management System helps

clients obtain the necessary information about their users and provides them with a platform
for storing, processing and analyzing data about clients and their behavior. Telephone

directory - provides information about subscribers. Office manager - Helps clients work with
messaging programs (for example, Outlook). On a note: - Remember connections with a

specific user by ID and / or last name - you can use a ZIP archive for this. - You can enter the
site with your username and password, but all data is stored only on the server. If necessary,

client data can be restored by placing a file with a login, password and e-mail address on
Leica servers, for example, via the Internet. Sincerely, Author of the blog www.Leica.ru...âœ‚
Dmitry ATTENTION! Reprinting materials from the site KEDEM.RU "Culinary Eden" for
commercial use on other sites and publications without the written permission of the editors

of the site "KulinEdem.ru" is PROHIBITED!
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